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We briefly explain a novel diagrammatic method for including thermal corrections in 𝐶𝑃 asymmetric reaction rates entering the quantum Boltzmann equation. In thermal equilibrium, the
asymmetries have to cancel precisely due to the 𝑆-matrix unitarity and 𝐶𝑃𝑇 invariance. Such cancelations are easy to track in zero-temperature leading-order calculations. However, accounting
for medium effects requires modification of the on-shell part of propagators and, consequently,
the 𝐶𝑃 violating rates. In the literature, the correct form of the statistical factors in the asymmetry
source term has been obtained employing the real-time-formalism of non-equilibrium field theory
in a certain approximation. We demonstrate that the same results can be obtained by summing an
infinite sequence of zero-temperature asymmetries. Those are derived from cuttings of forward
diagrams drawn on a cylindrical surface, while thermal corrections come from windings of their
propagators. The procedure is entirely diagrammatic, and the 𝐶𝑃𝑇 and unitarity cancelations are
formulated for thermally corrected reaction rate asymmetries. The simplification achieved is the
primary focus of our work. The aspect of infrared finiteness in higher-order corrections will also
be discussed. The contribution is primarily based on our previous work in Refs. [1–3].
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1. Introduction
Thermal effects in leptogenesis have been previously studied within the real-time [4–8] as well
as the imaginary-time [9–11] formalisms of quantum field theory. In Refs. [12–14] a nonrelativistic
effective theory was used to include the standard model higher-order corrections. Our work [1–3]
focuses on a newly introduced bottom-up approach, starting with the classical Boltzmann equation
and using perturbative unitarity to include the quantum thermal effect and higher-order corrections.

To begin with, let us consider the Boltzmann equation describing the number density of a
particle species labelled as 𝑖1 . In general, its evolution is determined by all kinematically allowed
𝑖 → 𝑓 processes available at the given perturbative order
𝑛¤ 𝑖1 + 3𝐻𝑛𝑖1 = −𝛾˚ 𝑓 𝑖 + 𝛾˚ 𝑖 𝑓 + . . .

(1)

where 𝑖1 is assumed to be included in the initial state. The classical, or circled, reaction rates 𝛾˚ 𝑓 𝑖
counting the average number of 𝑖 → 𝑓 reactions per unit volume per unit time are defined as [15]
∫ Ö
∫ Ö
𝛾˚ 𝑓 𝑖 =
[𝑑p𝑖 ] 𝑓˚𝑖 ( 𝑝 𝑖 )
[𝑑p 𝑓 ] (2𝜋) 4 𝛿 (4) ( 𝑝 𝑓 − 𝑝 𝑖 )| 𝑀˚ 𝑓 𝑖 | 2
(2)
𝑖

𝑓

where [𝑑p] = 𝑑 3 p/((2𝜋) 3 2𝐸 p ). Assuming all initial-state particles are in kinetic equilibrium,
the circled phase-space densities 𝑓˚𝑖 ( 𝑝 𝑖 ) correspond to the Maxwell-Boltzmann exponentials. The
scattering amplitude in Eq. (2) enters the standard definition of the 𝑆-matrix as 𝑆 𝑓 𝑖 = 𝛿 𝑓 𝑖 + i𝑇 𝑓 𝑖
with 𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 = (2𝜋) 4 𝛿 (4) ( 𝑝 𝑓 − 𝑝 𝑖 ) 𝑀˚ 𝑓 𝑖 and the circle indicating the use of zero-temperature Feynman
rules.
How can we obtain a complete set of reactions affecting the 𝑖1 density when considering all
contributions of a specific finite perturbative order? This question may become nontrivial when
higher orders are to be included. The answer follows from the diagrammatic structure of the theory
and the unitarity condition for the 𝑆-matrix written as
Õ
†
i𝑇 𝑓 𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑖
.
(3)
i𝑇 𝑓† 𝑖 = i𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 −
𝑛

Applying Eq. (3) iteratively, we can express the amplitude squared as [1]


Õ
Õ
1
1
†
2
˚
| 𝑀 𝑓 𝑖 | = − i𝑇𝑖 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 = −
i𝑇 i𝑇 −
i𝑇𝑖 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑖 +
i𝑇𝑖 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑚 i𝑇𝑚𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑖 − . . . (4)
𝑉4
𝑉4 𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 𝑖
𝑛
𝑛,𝑚
where 𝑉4 = (2𝜋) 4 𝛿 (4) (0) denotes the four-dimensional volume. Thus we should start with all
possible vacuum diagrams made of selected vertices [1, 16]. Cutting the 𝑖1 and other internal lines
will generate forward diagrams corresponding to all initial states containing 𝑖1 particles. Further
cutting of these diagrams in all kinematically allowed ways any number of times generates the terms
of the truncated unitarity expansion in Eq. (4).
2
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2. 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries and unitarity constraints in vacuum
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Unitarity and 𝐶𝑃𝑇 constraints for 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries are essential to the Sakharov conditions
stating that no asymmetry can be generated in thermal equilibrium [17]. In a 𝐶𝑃𝑇 symmetric
quantum theory, the asymmetries are defined as Δ|𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 | 2 = |𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 | 2 − |𝑇𝑖 𝑓 | 2 leading to [1]
Õ
Δ|𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 | 2 =
(i𝑇𝑖𝑛 i𝑇𝑛 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 − i𝑇𝑖 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑖 )
(5)
𝑛

−

Õ

(i𝑇𝑖𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑚 i𝑇𝑚 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 − i𝑇𝑖 𝑓 i𝑇 𝑓 𝑚 i𝑇𝑚𝑛 i𝑇𝑛𝑖 ) + . . . .

𝑛,𝑚

3. Perturbative unitarity at finite temperature
Let us start with the following observation to understand the role of the 𝑆-matrix unitarity
in the inclusion of quantum thermal corrections to the reaction rates and their 𝐶𝑃 asymmetries.
Considering the seesaw type-I Lagrangian density

1
L ⊃ − 𝑀𝑖 𝑁¯ 𝑖 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑌 𝛼𝑖 𝑁¯ 𝑖 𝑃 𝐿 𝑙 𝛼 𝐻 + H.c. ,
(6)
2
how do the interactions of the standard model leptons 𝑙 and the Higgs doublet 𝐻 affect the number
density of heavy right-handed neutrinos? At the leading O (𝑌 2 ) order, the 𝑁𝑖 ↔ 𝑙𝐻, 𝑙¯𝐻¯ decays and
inverse decays contribute. With Eq. (4) in mind, such contributions can be represented by cutting
the 𝑁𝑖 self-energy diagram as
H H
Ni

(7)

Ni
lα lα

and similarly for the 𝐶𝑃 conjugated rate. We emphasize that it is not the only contribution at this
perturbative order with the 𝑁𝑖 in the initial state. We may, for example, consider one or more Higgs
particles in the initial state, leading to
H

H

Ni

Ni

,

H

H

Ni

Ni

lα lα

, ...

(8)

lα lα

coming with the same amplitude squared as in Eq. (7). However, according to the definition in
Eq. (2), their contribution to the right-handed neutrino reaction rates includes extra powers of
the circled phase-space densities. In equilibrium, the circled densities correspond to MaxwellBoltzmann exponentials. Adding the whole sequence in Eq. (8) to Eq. (7) then leads to
∞ 
𝑤
Õ
exp {𝐸 𝐻 /𝑇 }
eq
eq
𝑓˚𝐻
=
= 1 + 𝑓𝐻 .
(9)
{𝐸
}
exp
/𝑇
−
1
𝐻
𝑤=0

3
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Í
After the summation over the final states, we can easily see 𝑓 Δ|𝑇 𝑓 𝑖 | 2 = 0 [15, 18]. In thermal
equilibrium, analogous constraints for thermally averaged reaction rate asymmetries are obtained.
The expansion of Eq. (5) is particularly useful to make the asymmetry cancelations explicit at a
diagrammatic level [1], which may be understood as a higher-order generalization of the cyclic
representation of Ref. [19].
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where particle momenta and phase-space distributions are labeled by subscripts, while the difference
between the actual and equilibrium 𝑁𝑖 density is denoted 𝛿 𝑓 𝑁𝑖 . Furthermore, Δ| 𝑀˚ | 2 is the zerotemperature asymmetry of the 𝑁𝑖 → 𝑙𝐻 decay as derived in Ref. [20]. Remarkably, this result
agrees with what has been obtained using the closed-time-path formalism of the nonequilibrium
field theory [5–7]. The naive use of the finite-temperature generalization of the Cutkosky rules
[21, 22] would lead to incorrect statistical factors in Eq. (10).
Another nontrivial example of using the expansion in Eq. (4) in finite-temperature calculations
is the diagrammatic representation of the thermal mass effects [3]. Including the top Yukawa
interactions, one may, for example, consider a box diagram cut as
Ni

lα lα

H
Q

Ni

(11)

H
t t

Q

or [3]
Ni

lα

H

H

Q t Q

Ni lα

lα Ni
H

H

+
Q

Q

lα

Ni

H

H −

Q t Q

Ni lα
H
Q

lα
H H
Q t Q

lα Ni
H

(12)
Q

representing the 𝑁𝑖 𝑄 → 𝑙𝑡 [23–25] and 𝑁𝑖 𝑄 → 𝑙𝐻𝑄 [26] reaction rates, respectively. As the
quarks, leptons, and Higgses are considered massless, these rates are infrared divergent. However,
their sum is finite by the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorem [26–29]. Including the complete list
of contributions analogous to Eq. (12), we may observe that the sum of all 2 → 3 rates is finite as
well and can be interpreted as a thermal mass effect in the 𝑁𝑖 → 𝑙𝐻 decay [3].

4. Conclusions
A newly introduced method for including quantum thermal corrections to the classical Boltzmann equation, based on the direct use of perturbative unitarity, has been briefly discussed. At the
4
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In this diagrammatic way, the Bose-Einstein quantum statistical factor has been obtained. The
diagrams in Eq. (8) may come from drawing the simple diagram in Eq. (7) on a cylindrical surface,
winding the Higgs line any number of times. As shown in our previous work [2], the winding
number of a bosonic particle equals to the occupation number of a single-particle state in the Fock
space if the temporal evolution of a free slowly-varying density matrix is considered. Within such
approximation, at any perturbative order, all quantum thermal effects are automatically included by
the expansion of Eq. (4) considering forward diagrams of all possible winding numbers.
In particular, thermal-corrected lepton-number asymmetry source-term derived using this
procedure reads [2]
∫
∫



eq
eq
[𝑑p 𝑁𝑖 ]𝛿 𝑓 𝑁𝑖
[𝑑p𝑙 ] [𝑑p 𝐻 ] (2𝜋) 4 𝛿 (4) ( 𝑝 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑝 𝑙 − 𝑝 𝐻 ) 1 − 𝑓𝑙
1 + 𝑓𝐻
(10)
∫


eq
eq
[𝑑p𝑙¯] [𝑑p 𝐻¯ ] (2𝜋) 4 𝛿 (4) ( 𝑝 𝑙 + 𝑝 𝐻 − 𝑝 𝑙¯ − 𝑝 𝐻¯ ) 1 − 𝑓𝑙¯ + 𝑓 𝐻¯ Δ| 𝑀˚ | 2
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diagrammatic level, thermal-corrected reaction rates can be represented by diagrams with internal
lines wound on a cylindrical surface and cut into as many pieces as possible.
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